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An Experimental Investigation of 
the Steady-State Response of a 
Noncontacting Flexibly IVIounted 
Rotor Mechanical Face Seal 
Recent theoretical work on the dynamics of the noncontacting flexibly mounted 
rotor (FMR) seal has shown that it is superior in every aspect of dynamic behavior 
compared to the flexibly mounted stator (FMS) seal. The FMR seal is inherently 
stable regardless of the operating speed, the maximum relative misalignment response 
is smaller, and the critical stator misalignment is larger. All these are measures of 
superior performance. This work undertakes the experimental investigation of the 
dynamic behavior of a noncontacting FMR seal. The steady-state response of the 
FMR seal was measured at various operating conditions. The results are given in 
terms of dynamic and static transmissibilities, i.e., amplitude ratio of responses to 
two forcing inputs: the initial rotor and fixed stator misalignments. These are then 
compared to the analytical predictions. Further, operation maps are drawn for each 
set of operation conditions. The maps indicate how safely (away from contact) the 
seal operates. It is shown that the combination of the seal parameters that maximize 
the fluid film stiffness is optimal for safe noncontacting operation. 

Introduction 
Mechanical face seals are commonly used in sealing rotating 

shafts in turbomachinery where tightly controlled leakage rates 
are frequently imposed. They have experienced a rapid growth 
especially in applications such as primary coolant pumps (PCP) 
of nuclear power plants, jet engine compressors, and pumps 
handling liquefied petroleum gases. Extreme operating con
ditions in modern high performance turbomachinery of high 
speeds, pressures, and temperatures require the utihzation of 
noncontacting mechanical face seals, even in cases of hazard
ous fluids. Recent work by Salant and Blasbalg (1991) and 
Yasuna and Hughes (1992) investigated the dynamics of two-
phase seals where the lubricating film may flash because of 
pressure drop in a high temperature environment. These, how
ever, were theoretical studies limited to a single axial degree 
of freedom. To ensure long life and reliable operation the seal 
must also be inherently stable, particularly in the angular mode, 
and its angular steady-state response should be such that wear 
and leakage are minimum. 

Knowledge progressed from observation of various phe
nomena (Denny, 1961) to theoretical investigations (Etsion, 
1991). Currently, theoretical predictions have progressed to 
the point where they have to be evaluated experimentally. 
Particularly, Green (1989, and 1990) completed the theoretical 
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analysis of a noncontacting FMR mechanical face seal (Fig. 
1) from a rotordynamics point of view. The FMR seal was 
found to be free of instabilities, if the rotor is a "short disk," 
and the steady-state solution was given in terms of transmis
sibilities, i.e., amplitude ratio of responses to forcing inputs. 
As suggested by Metcalfe (1981), and theoretically proven by 
Green (1989), the FMR seal is a better design than the flexibly 
mounted stator (FMS) seal (Green and Etsion, 1985) for high 
performance applications. While it is worth noting that FMS 
and FMR seals are about equally used in various industries, 
no experimental investigation of the dynamic response of the 
FMR seal has been reported. 

To simulate physically the steady-state response of an FMR 
seal and to assess the theoretical results an experimental pro
gram was carried out, where features of the test rig (Fig. 2) 
and methods of data analysis were discussed in detail in Lee 
and Green (1994a), and in whole in Lee (1992). Obstacles in 
the rig performance have been identified and eliminated (Lee 
and Green, 1994b). Since in the test rig the FMR seal was 
mounted on a shaft, its dynamic behavior was expected to be 
somewhat influenced by the shaft dynamics. The analytical 
results (Green, 1989), however, were obtained assuming that 
the shaft is perfectly rigid. Therefore, before comparisons be
tween the experimental and theoretical results can be made, 
the effect of the shaft dynamics on the seal response had to 
be known. Using the complex extended transfer matrix method 
(Lee and Green, 1994c) the dynamics of the shaft and seal 
were coupled. The method was applied to the rig of interest 
where results showed that the effects of the shaft flexibility 
was practically negligible. Hence, the dynamic responses of 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of a noncontacting flexibiy mounted rotor (FiVIR) me
chanical face seai 

the FMR seal as measured from the test rig can be compared 
directly to the analytical predictions by Green (1989). Also, 
since the ratio I,/Ip = 0.674 (rotor transverse moment of inertia 
over polar moment of inertia) is less than one, stability was 
guaranteed. 

In this work the experimental results of the noncontacting 
FMR seal will be given at each set of operating conditions in 
the following three categories: (1) dynamic transmissibility, (2) 
static transmissibility, and (3) operation map. 

Transmissibilities. Stator and rotor misalignments are de
fined in Fig. I. The dynamic transmissibility, 'irihn-, is the 
amplitude ratio of the rotor angular response to its own initial 
misalignment. The static transmissibility, 7^/7^, is the ampli
tude ratio of the rotor angular response to the fixed stator 
misalignment.The transmissibilities obtained analytically by 
Green (1989) are: 

In 
7s 

Isi-
Iri 

K]^\D]^^ 

{K, + KfY+\D,ts^^-^Di^Y 

K, 

{{Ip-h)<^'+{K, + Ks)\'+\~Dj<^ 

(1) 

The experimentally obtained transmissibilities will be com
pared to the analytical ones (see Nomenclature for definitions). 
The details of calculating various parameters and numerical 
data are given in the Appendix. 

shaft stator 

proximity 
probe 

sealing dam 

carbon ting 

Part I Part n Part m 

Fig. 2 Schematic of an FIVIR seal test rig 

Operation Map. The methods of data analysis and ana
lytical results of the FMR seal assume noncontacting operation. 
Therefore, it is important to ensure that experimental data was 
obtained under noncontacting conditions, and to estimate how 
safely away from contact the seal operated. Contact criteria 
were thoroughly discussed by Green (1987). For a dimension-
less coning, ;3, that is greater than the critical coning, 1//?,, 
face contact occurs at the inner radius, for which the contact 
criterion is 

;?,=o (2) l - ( 7 ) , 
where 7 is the dimensionless relative misalignment between the 
rotor and the stator. Since the dimensionless conings testing 
here were greater than the critical value (1 //?, = 1.25) the above 
criterion applies. (7)max can be obtained from Green (1989) 

(7)max= l7rfl + Y r . - 7 J (3) 

The operation map is drawn giving the value of 1 - (7)max^i 
as a function of various operating conditions. In this map, 
1 - Wmax-'^/^ 0 indicates contacting operation, whereas 
0< 1 - (7)n,ax^;s 1 indicates noncontacting operation. The 
closer the value of 1 - (7)max^/ is to 1, the safer the seal op
eration. 

Operating Conditions and Test Procedures 

Each operating condition of the FMR seal was a combination 
of the following parameters: (3(coning angle), 7s (fixed stator 
misalignment), 7 ,̂ (initial rotor misalignment), co (shaft speed), 
C (seal clearance), p (water pressure), and Q (leakage rate at 
the sealing dam). Two values of /3, large and small, were tested 
along with large and small values of 75. For a given set of /3 
and 7s, there were four operating conditions: 

(1) varying u, keeping C and p constant 
(2) varying C, keeping co and p constant 
(3) varying p, keeping co and C constant 
(4) varying p, keeping oj and Q constant 

c = 
Df = 

A = 
tp = 
I, = 

Kf = 

Ks = 
P = 
Q = 
n = 

seal clearance 
fluid film damping 
support damping 
polar moment of inertia 
transverse moment of inertia 
fluid film stiffness 
support stiffness 
water pressure 
leakage 
seal inner radius 

ro 
Ri 

/3 
^ 
7 

seal outer radius 
dimensionless inner radius, 7 

dimensionless mean radius, 7 ,̂ 
(l+-R/)/2 yri 
coning angle 7s 
dimensionless coning, ^rJC jrs 
relative misalignment between /x 
rotor and stator co 

dimensionless relative misa
lignment, yrg/C 
initial rotor misalignment 
rotor angular response to 7 ,̂ 
fixed stator misalignment 
rotor angular response to 7s 
viscosity 
shaft speed 
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Fig. 3 (a) Dynamic transmissibility, (b) static transmissibiiity, and (c) 
operation map for 0 = 11.209 mrad when u varies, keeping C=4.09 ^m 
and p = 0.2758 MPa constant 
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Fig. 4 (a) Dynamic transmissibiiity, (/>) static transmissibiiity, and (c) 
operation map for |3 = 11.209 mrad when Cvarles, l̂ eeping u = 900 rpm 
and p = 0.2758 MPa constant 

Condition (4) is equivalent to a case where p increases and C 
decreases to maintain a constant leakage, Q, at a given speed, 
o). The conditions described above generate a total of 16 test 
cases. 

All the features of the test rig and data analysis have been 
described thoroughly in Lee and Green (1994a). For each of 
the operating conditions described above, the coning, /3, could 
be varied through mechanical deformation, and it was meas
ured by a dial indicator. The forcing inputs, 7„ and 7,, were 
measured in static tests. The speed, co, was checked by a digital 
feedback controller. The water pressure, p, was measured by 
a pressure gauge. The leakage, Q, at a given p was measured 
by a flow meter. Fine tuning of Q accomplished a resolution 
of ±0.0278 cc/s (by controlling the air pressure in the rotor 
chamber). Then, C was calculated from the measured Q. The 
rotor response was measured by three proximity probes. The 
measured responses were sampled and stored by the data ac
quisition system, and analyzed by the methods described in 
the aforementioned reference. The support and fluid film ro
tor-dynamic coefficient, which are required for calculating the 
analytical transmissibilities in Eq. (1), are summarized in the 
Appendix. 

Results and Discussions 
Every result point that follows represents an average taken 

from five measurements. Results are given for two values of 
(3, large and small. The trends between the experimental and 
theoretical results are expressed by the correlation coefficient, 
r. r\ represents the correlation coefficient for a small value of 
7J, and r^ represents the correlation coefficient for a large value 
of 7i. The differences between the experimental and theoretical 
results are expressed by e\ for a small value of 75, and 62 for 
a large value of 7,. 

_Large Coning. The coning, /3, was set to 11.209 mrad 
(|3 = 69.44 for C = 4.1 /urn). A small value, 7̂  = 0.1553 mrad. 

was tested with 7„ = 0.5203 mrad, and a large value, 7s = 0.5061 
mrad, was tested with 7r/ = 0.5391 mrad. 

Results for u = 600 to 1800 rpm in increments of 300 rpm, 
keeping C=4.09 ftm and p = 0.2758 MPa constant, are shown 
in Figs. 3(«), 'Ob), and 3(c) for ynhrh 7ra/7s. and the operation 
map, respectively. The experimental ratio -irihn (shown by 
the triangle symbol A for the small 75, and the square symbol 
D for the large 7̂ ) decreases as w increases. This is due to the 
gyroscopic effect (Green, 1989). The analytical 7^7/7^ (shown 
by the dashed line), however, is slightly increasing. It is pre
sumed that stiffness hardening of the O-rings is causing this 
effect by acting against the gyroscopic couple. The correlation 
coefficients are r\= -0.056 and ^2= -0.264. 

The faulty correlation may be explained as follows. In the 
test rig, the temperature increased due to friction-induced heat 
at the contacting seal, especially at the higher speeds. The 
increasing temperature has an inverse effect on the elastomer 
stiffness, i.e., causes softening of the O-rings. The stiffness 
calculated by Eq. (Al) in the Appendix originated from a 
relaxation test performed at a constant room temperature. 
Since the temperature was not controlled during testing of the 
FMR seal, Eq. (Al) overestimates the actual O-rings stiffness, 
and thus leads to an increasing trend in the analytical prediction 
of ^dhri-

In spite of the poor correlation, however, the absolute values 
of the experimental and analytical yrjhn agree well (ei = 13.82 
percent and 62=1-04 percent). As u increases, both the ex
perimental and analytical 7^/7^ decrease somewhat (;-i = 0.495 
and /•2 = 0.534) (ei = 7.67 percent and £2 = 8.14 percent). The 
operation map shows that the seal operated more safely (away 
from contact) for the low 7̂  than for the high 7 ,̂ and also that 
generally the seal operated more safely at a higher o because 
the gyroscopic couple aligns the rotor with respect to the axis 
of shaft rotation more effectively, and thereby decreases the 
value of (7)„ax-

Results for C=3.88, 4.09, 4.28, 4.47, and 4.69 /tm for the 
small 7„ and for C=3.88, 4.09, 4.28, 4.51, and 4.66 /xm for 
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the large 7s, keeping w = 900 rpm andp = 0.2758 MPa constant, 
are shown in Fig. 4. As C increases, both the experimental 
and analytical yrihri increase (ri = 0.069 and /•2 = 0.880) 
(gj = 19.3 percent £2= 12.54 percent), and conversely, both the 
experimental and analytical 7„/7s decrease (ri =0.890 and 

r2 = 0.019) (ei = 5.64 percent and 2̂ = 8.16 percent). This is be
cause at given w and/?, increasing C has the effect of decreasing 
the fluid film stiffness [see Eq. (A2)]. The operation map shows 
that generally, the seal operated more safely as C increased. 

Results forp = 0.2758, 0.3103, 0.3447, 0.3792, and 0.4137 
MPa, keeping u = 900 rpm and C= 4.09 /xm constant, are shown 
in Fig. 5. As/? increases, both the experimental and analytical 
7r//7r/ decrease (ri =0.914 and 2̂ = 0.766) (ej = 25.86 percent 
and £2= 16.08 percent), and conversely, both the experimental 
and analytical 7rs/7s increase (/"i =0.914 and r2 = 0.766) 
(ei = 7.05 percent and 62 = 6.04 percent). This is due to an 
increasing fluid film stiffness where at given o and C, increasing 
p has the effect of increasing the fluid film stiffness [see Eq. 
(A2)]. The operation map shows that the seal operates more 
safely as p increases. 

Results forp = 0.2758, 0.3103, 0.3447, 0,3792, and 0.4137 
MPa, keeping w = 900 rpm and Q=1.39 cc/s, are shown in 
Fig. 6. Increasing p, while keeping the leakage constant, has 
the effect of decreasing C. The calculated seal clearances cor
responding to the above tested pressures are C=4.09, 3.85, 
3.66, 3.49, and 3.34 ixm. As the fluid film stiffness increases 
due to increasing p and decreasing C, both the experimental 
and analytical yri/yn decrease (r, = 0.995 and /•2 = 0.929) 
(ci = 22.96 percent and £2=13.52 percent). Conversely, both 
the experimental and analytical 7^/71 increase (;-i =0.714 and 
/•2 = 0.861) (ei = 3.85 percent and 2̂ = 7.17 percent). The op
eration map shows that generally the seal operated more safely 
as/I increased and C decreased because either trend contributes 
to a higher fluid film stiffness. 

Small Coning. The coning, ,8, was 4.902 mrad (^ = 31.13 
for C=4.0 /.im). A small value, 7̂  = 0.1494 mrad, was tested 
with 7r, = 0.5107 mrad, and a large value, 75 = 0.5281 mrad, 
was tested with 7̂ , = 0.5470 mrad. 

Results for w = 600 to 1800 rpm in increments of 300 rpm, 
keeping C= 3.98 /̂ m and vO = 0.2758 MPa constant, are shown 
in Fig. 7. As w increases, the experimental yri/lri decreases 
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and p = 0.2758 iVIPa constant and C= 3.98 ^m constant 

where the theoretical transmissibiUty decreases almost unnot-
iceably (ri = 0.516 and /•2 = 0.485) (ei = 14.51 percent and 
2̂ = 11.44 percent). As co increases for the low and high 7s, the 

experimental 7„/7s decreases and somewhat increases, respec
tively. But the theoretical transmissibility increases slightly 
(r,= -0.610 and /•2 = 0.116) (ei = 3.90 percent and 62 = 5.16 
percent). Once again the poor correlation may be explained to 
be the result of uncontrolled temperature effects in calculating 
the O-rings stiffness. The operation map shows that the seal 
operates more safely due to the gyroscopic effect as w increases. 

Results for C=3.98, 4.33, 4.74, 5.11, and 5.45 fim, keeping 
a) = 900 rpm and /J = 0.2758 MPa constant, are shown in Fig. 
8. As C increases, both the experimental and analytical jri/yri 
increase (/"i = 0.956 and r2 = 0.755) (ei= 17.42 percent and 
62 = 9.08 percent). As C increases, the experimental 7rs/7s de
creases slightly but the analytical transmissibility decreases more 
sharply (ri = 0.644 and /•2 = 0.489) (ei=4.70 percent and 
62 = 6.35 percent). The operation map shows that the seal op
erates more safely as C increases. 

Results, forp = 0.2758, 0.3103, 0.3447, 0.3792, and 0.4137 
MPa, keeping oj = 900 rpm and C= 3.98 ;xm constant, are shown 
in Fig. 9. Asp increases, both the experimental and analytical 
yri/jri decrease (ri = 0.951 and 2̂ = 0.929) (6i = 27.23 percent 
and 62 = 21.05 percent), and conversely, both the experimental 
and analytical 7^/7, increase (ri = 0.967 and /•2 = 0.985) 
(61 = 5.18 percent and 62 = 5.85 percent). The operation map 
shows that the seal operates more safely as p increases. 

Results, forp = 0.2758, 0.3103, 0.447, 0.3792, and 0.4137 
MPa, keeping a) = 900 rpm and Q = 0.58 cc/s, are shown in 
Fig. 10. The calculated seal clearances corresponding to the 
above tested pressures are C= 3.98, 3.75, 3.56, 3.40, and 3.25 
jLim. As p increases and C decreases, both the experimental 
and analytical yri/yn decrease (ri =0.905 and /•2 = 0.973) 
(ei = 30.28 percent and 62 = 24.13 percent), and conversely, the 
experimental and analytical 7,5/7^ increase (/•]= 0.937 and 
r2 = 0.987) (61 = 4.99 percent and 62 = 6.87 percent). The op
eration map shows that the seal operates more safely as p 
increases and C decreases. 
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Fig. 10 (a) Dynamic transmlsslblllty, (b) static transmissibility, and (c) 
operation map for 0 = 4.902 mrad when p varies, keeping u = 900 rpm 
and 0=0.58 cc/s constant 

The optimal dimensionless coning angle (Green, 1̂ 987), at 
which the angular fluid film stiffness is maximized, is (0)op, = 2/ 
[R/(l-^j)], and in the present test rig (fi)opt= 12.5. Since the 
low )3 (̂  = 3J.13) was closer to the optimal coning angle than 
the high /3 (j3 = 69.44), the fluid film stiffness at the low /S was 
bigger than that at the high 0. Therefore, (7)max at the low ff 
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was expected to be smaller than that at the high /3. For that 
reason, it was expected that the seal would operate more safely 
at the low /3 than at the high /3. This can exactly be confirmed 
by observing the operation maps, where the seal operated more 
safely at the low /3 than at the high /3 for similar operating 
conditions. The comparison also indicates that generally, the 
seal operated more safely at the low 7J than at the high 7s, as 
expected. 

Morever, by definition the transmissibilities, Eq. (1), are 
ratios and are supposed to be independent of the forcing func
tion, 7r,-, and 7s. Indeed, by examining the experimental results 
in Figs. 3 through 10, it can be seen that differences between 
the experimental transmissibilities at low and high values of 
7s are minor. 

For all test results the differences between the experimental 
and analytical dynamic transmissibilities are 15.64 percent on 
average (with a standard deviation of 7.58 percent) for the 
large coning, and 19.39 percent (with a standard deviation of 
7.58 percent) for the small coning. The differences between 
the experimental and analytical static transmissibilities are 6.72 
percent (with a standard deviation of 1.47 percent) for the 
large coning, and 5.37 percent (with a standard deviation of 
0.95 percent) for the small coning. These differences are very 
reasonable considering the fact that the theoretical transmis
sibilities were obtained from a linearized analysis. But what is 
of more significance is that the trends of the experimental and 
theoretical results are almost always alike. The overall cor
relation coefficient between the experimental and analytical 
results is 0.837 (except for the cases of operating conditions 
where a> varied and the other parameters were kept constant). 
It can be confidently stated that overall there is very good 
agreement between the analytically predicted transmissibilities 
and the experimental ones for the operation conditions con
sidered here. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
In this work the steady-state dynamic behavior of the FMR 

seal was experimentally investigated at various operating con
ditions, and the results were given in terms of the dynamic 
and static transmissibilities, and operation maps. The exper
imental and analytical dynamic and static transmissibilities 
disagreed somewhat in trends in one set of operating conditions 
when the shaft speed, u, increased, while keeping the seal 
clearance and pressure constant. That may be explained by the 
fact that the support stiffness of the O-rings was predicted to 
increase as oi increases under constant temperature conditions. 
However, the temperature actually increased with speed be
cause of friction in the other rig parts. Therefore, this model 
resulted in an overestimation of the actual support stiffness. 
At the other sets of operating conditions where the support 
stiffness was kept constant (and where w was kept constant), 
the experimental and analytical dynamic and static transmis
sibilities agreed very well. Therefore, it is concluded that the 
theoretical work by Green (1989, and 1990) predicted well the 
dynamic behavior of the FMR seal. Comparison of the op
eration maps suggests that the combination of seal operating 
parameters that maximize the fluid film stiffness is optimal 
for a noncontacting seal operation. 

The dynamic behavior of the O-rings of the support system 
is very unpredictable because of the uncontrolled lubrication 
and temperature conditions. They are the most probable ele
ments that contribute to the differences between the experi
mental and theoretical results, and the inconsistency of the 
experimental results from one test to another. Therefore, a 
support mechanism to replace the O-rings in favor of dia
phragms or metal bellows would potentially improve the con
sistency and repeatability of the results. 

In the test rig, most of the heat generation originated at the 

contacting seal and the rig became hot in a relatively short 
time when the shaft speed increased beyond 1800 rpm. For 
that reason, most of the tests were peformed at 900 rpm at 
which the heat generation was moderate. In addition, the FMR 
seal was tested at relatively low pressures, which helped to 
confine the leakage at the sealing dam. However, noncon
tacting mechanical face seals used in modern high performance 
turbomachiney operate under higher speeds and higher pres
sures. Therefore, it is recommended that a future test of the 
FMR seal be performed at higher speeds and higher pressures. 
To accomplish this, a redesign of the test rig will be necessary 
to eliminate the use of the contacting seal and cool the system. 

Since there is overall very good agreement between the an
alytical and experimental results of the dynamic behavior of 
the FMR seal, it supports the advantages of the FMR seal over 
the FMS seal as found by Green (1989). Nevertheless, the 
engineering of FMR seals for high speed applications has to 
account for the vibration of other seal and system components, 
such as springs or bellows. 
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A P P E N D I X 
The geometry of the 0.5198 kg rotor produced a polar mo

ment of inertia, 7̂  = 4.1619x10"" kg«m ,̂ and a transverse 
moment of inertia, 7, = 2.8032 x 10 " kg«m .̂ The outer radius 
was ro = 20.32 mm, and the radius ratio was 7?, = 0.8. The rotor 
geometry rendered a balance ratio of 0.5 assuming flat faces 
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and unpressurized rotor chamber (see Fig. 2). The water vis
cosity, II, was 0.8935 mPa-s at 25°C. 

The transmissibilities of Eq. (1) are in the angular mode. 
Therefore, only the angular rotordynamic coefficients are 
needed here. The support stiffness and damping coefficients 
as derived by Lee and Green (1994a) are 

1)4 

Z>/=12xM^( l - i? f )7?, - ' „G„ (A2) 

A", = 5.346-t-
146.1c 

A 

36.36- fo) 

?1.4 

[N»m/rad] 

where p is the pressure differential across the seahng dam, 
J?m = (l +Ri)/2, is the dimensionless seal mean radius, and 

£„ = 
(1-«,)/?„ 

' 36.36+ i/ [N«m»s/rad] (Al) 

giving coefficients K^ and D^ as functions of o [rad/s]. 
The linearized fluid film dynamic coefficients of the FMR 

seal were derived by Green (1987). Hence, 

2 + 0(1-

ln[l+^(1-/?,)]-

R.) 

2^(1- Ri) 

2 + /5(l-/?,) 
IS\1- R,y 
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